
 
 

 

Terms	of	cooperation	
1. september 2020. 

 

The following terms apply to our collaboration on how we together can make a difference for the 
environment and the climate. As an influencer for YUMMII YUMMII you join our community and our 
mission on how we can live with care in a busy everyday life, and together make a difference for the 
environment by choosing sustainable solutions for storing food and drinks without the use of plastic and 
single-use items. 

 

1. Collaboration 

As a VIP-ambassador you will represent YUMMII YUMMII and make posts on social media about our 
universe and products. It may be necessary to make changes to these terms, possibly on the basis of 
changes in legislation, for which reason we reserve the right to make changes to them. If changes have 
been made, the date of "last updated" will be corrected and you will be notified. 

 

2. Duration 

The collaboration between you as an influencer and us as a company begins when you in writing have send 
us an accept of the terms of cooperation. (e-mail: info@yummiiyummii.com) The collaboration is basically 
limited in time to 6 months but can be extended by agreement. 

 

3. Payment 

All our influencers are unpaid, but as an ambassador for YUMMII YUMMII you will receive discount codes to 
be able to order products in our webshop www.yummiiyummii.com. This amount is currently Euro 300. 
Furthermore, as an influencer, you will receive a discount code where you can buy products for yourself, 
your family and friends with a 35% discount. This purchase must be made in our webshop. If you wish to 
have a special discount code for your followers for a limited time period pls. write us an e-mail. 

 

4. Obligations 

By accepting our terms of agreement you agree to make a minimum of 6 posts and 3 stories about YUMMII 
YUMMII on your private IG or FB profile. All notices must be posted no later than 6 months after receipt of 
products. 



 
 
 

As an influencer you are required to share a sponsored photo for 3 months on your Instagram or Facebook 
profile. After the 3 months, you can choose to delete the image if desired. This rule applies unless 
otherwise specifically stated in the campaign description. 

Your notice must clearly state that it is a sponsored notice or advertisement. This is done by marking the 
notice with the following hashtags (#): "advertisement" or "advertisement" at the beginning of the notice, 
and "tag" #yummiiyummii in the caption. Likewise, YUMMII YUMMII must be tagged as follows: 
“@yummiiyummiiuniverse on all photos taken in connection with a Campaign / a post with sponsored 
YUMMII YUMIII products. 

You also give your consent for YUMMII YUMMII to contact you directly by email or telephone with a view 
to: collaborations, invitations, offers or anything else that is found relevant to the influencer in connection 
with his / her profile. 

As an influencer, you are required to keep your Instagram profile open (a public profile). The influencer's 
profile must therefore not be private. 

 

5. Rights to content 

You authorize YUMMII YUMMII with your consent to use your images taken in connection with this 
collaboration, so that these images can be used for marketing, promotional purposes and for advertising 
YUMMII YUMMII on YUMMII YUMMIIS 'own channels. 

 

6. Disclaim 

YUMMII YUMMII is not responsible for the compliance of an influencer with applicable laws, including the 
Marketing Act. YUMMII YUMMII is, of course available for guidance. 

 

7. Consequences of violation 

YUMMII YUMMII reserves the right to terminate the collaboration if it is found that you as an influencer 
misuse YUMMII YUMMII's name or share images that are not your own. If you, as an influencer, do not 
meet your obligations, which are accepted in writing, then YUMMII YUMMII will have the right to terminate 
the cooperation with immediate effect. 

 

 

 

 



 
 
 

8. Termination of agreement 

If the influencer wishes to terminate the co-operation agreement, this must be done in writing to YUMMII 
YUMMII. In the event of termination of a collaboration, the information of the influencers will be deleted 
from YUMMII YUMMIIS databases within 30 days of the termination of the agreement. 

 

9. Personal data 

To receive products, you must shop at www.yummiiyummii.com. You will be asked to provide your name, 
address, e-mail address and telephone number, respectively. The above information will be stored along 
with your order information. This data will be stored for 5 years from the end of the financial year in which 
YUMMII YUMMII is located, the date on which the order is carried out in accordance with the Accounting 
Act §10. The said information will then be deleted. 

The above information will not be passed on or sold to third parties unless there is a restructuring or if 
YUMMII YUMMII is sold in whole or in part. Should this be the case, disclosure of information will take 
place in accordance with the applicable personal data legislation. If you have an objection to the 
registration of the information about your order, you as a customer can do this in accordance with the 
Personal Data Processing Act. 

 

Green Regards 

 

Jeanette Fæster Jensen 

CEO YUMMII YUMMII  

 

 


